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Why Albania, Austria and Virginia?

 middle income vs. high income economy 

 capitalistic vs. communist past

 short vs. long history of democracy

 Christian vs. Islamic background

 younger vs. older population

 long vs. short history of motorization

 strong vs. weak civil society (in the area of road safety) 

 precautionary vs. liability approach to safety 

 poor vs. acceptable road safety indicators 
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Safety outcomes - unlikely parallels
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Road safety policy and legislation
Albania Austria U.S.A.

Existence of a road safety lead agency Yes Yes Yes

Existence of a national road safety strategy Yes Yes Yes

Availability of funding for national road safety strategy Fully Partially Partially

Existence of national speed limits Yes Yes Yes

Adaptation of national speed limit at a local level Yes Yes Yes

Existence of a national drink-driving law Yes Yes Yes

Definition of drink-driving by BAC Yes Yes Yes

Existence of a national seat-belt law Yes Yes Yes

Applicability of seat-belt law to all occupants Yes Yes No

Existence of a national child-restraint law Yes Yes Yes

Existence of a national Motorcycle helmet law Yes Yes Yes

Applicability to drivers and passengers Yes Yes No

Vehicle standards - Seat-belts Yes Yes Yes

Vehicle standards - Child seats No Yes Yes

Vehicle standards - Pedestrian protection No Yes No
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Enforcement of road safety laws

Albania Austria U.S.A Canada

National speed limit law 6 7 - 6

National drink–driving law 5 8 - 7

National motorcycle helmet law 4 9 - 10

National seat-belt law 7 6 - 8

National child restraint law 3 8 - 8

Sum of scores 25 38 - 39
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Road user behaviour

Albania Austria U.S.A

Seat-belt wearing rate - driver 24 % 87 % 84 %

Seat-belt wearing rate - passenger 16 % 86 % 70 %

Children using child restraints rate 14 % 45 % 91 %

Motorcycle helmet wearing rate - rider / co-rider 18 % / 18 % 95 % / 95 % 63 % / 46 %

Average of rates 18 % 82 % 71 %
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Road user behaviour – TraSaCu Road Side 
Observations

Albania

Urban  / Rural

Austria

Urban   only

Drivers wearing seat belt 90 % 91 %

Front passengers wearing seat belt 40 % 93 %

Back passengers wearing seat belt 0 % 85 %

Children in restraint seat 14 % 90 %

Using indicator while turning / while changing lanes 61 % / 50 % 82 %

Cars stopping for pedestrians at zebra crossings 1 % 88 %

Pedestrians crossing at red light 51 % 17 %

Motorcycle helmet use - driver 86 % / 91 % 95 %

Bicycle helmet use 1 % / 17 % 21 %
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An ecological and functional framework

In Albania, all of the four functional dimension of a well-
established safety culture are blocked. Safety relevant values still
have to be produced (e.g. by research), taken serious by government,
must be institutionalized in driver training and must be internalized by
road users.

Austria has a much more developed safety culture,
especially in terms of research and driver training. However, traffic
safety is not prioritized by politicians nor have drivers a safety first
mentality.

Virginia is the most advanced safety culture in terms of
integration of the values structure with politics and the dimension of
information, knowledge and learning. However, there still are
problems with situational awareness and perception, especially with
the acceptance of non-motorized (vulnerable) road user groups.
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